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Worshipful Master 

W.Bro. Richard Kyle 
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         Dear Brother,  

  The Master invites you to attend the Regular Meeting of the Lodge,  

        to be held in the Hamilton East Masonic Centre, Grey St.,  

              Hamilton East , on Thursday 21st September 2017, at 7:30 pm   
 

     Ceremony:    -    First Degree Tracing Board 
   

    1. Confirmation of Minutes 

    2. Accounts for payment 

    3. Treasurer ’ s report.  

    4. Correspondence 

    5. Almoner ’ s report 

    6. General Business 

    7.          Notice of Motion  - 
 

       Hon Sec. W.Bro Trevor Service 
  

     Officers of the Lodge 
 

 I.P.M. - W.Bro Murray Loft   Dep. Master - W.Bro Don McNaughton  

 Sen. Deacon -  W.Bro Stephen Weller  Jun. Deacon - W.Bro Darryl Gray 

     Chaplain -  W.Bro Keith Buick             Dir. of Ceremony - W.Bro Brian Cowley 

     Inner Guard - Bro Loren Rout-Brown  Tyler - W.Bro Bryan Dawson 

 Ass. D.O.C. -  W.Bro Bob Ancell  Almoner - W.Bro Graham Hallam 

 Organist - Bro Norm Weir   Steward - Bro Geoff Cooper 
 

Lodge Rooms Phone number  -  021 0856 7657 

Senior Warden 

W.Bro. Dennis Mead. 

14 Lochinvar Drive 

Hamilton 

PH. 07 846 3801 

Junior Warden 

W.Bro Bill Newell 

Villa 19 

St. Kilda Retirement Village 

91 Alan Livingstone Drive 

Cambridge,  3434 

Treasurer 

W.Bro. Adrian de Bruin 

 265A Hakirimata Rd 

       Ngaruawahia  

Ph.  07 829 7786 ( eve )  

Secretary 

W.Bro. Trevor Service 

    P.O. Box 4014 

     Hamilton.  3210 

     Ph. 07 843 7365 ( eve )  

0211 775710 

NOTICE PAPER 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 To be Initiated  -    
 

 To be Passed to the Second Degree    -  Bro. Shatty Philip 
  

 To be Raised to the Third Degree  -   
  

   Please contact the Almoner, - 

 W.Bro Graham Hallam,  07 855 5198 in all cases of difficulty, sickness or distress.  
 

 Please contact the secretary to update any items, and the membership listings,   

   Secretary ’ s details  -  W.Bro Trevor Service,  5  Bremridge Place       

       Hamilton,  3206.   Ph  -  07 843 7365     Mob  -  0211 775710 
 

    Lodge  e-mail  address  -  lodgehillcrest363@outlook.co.nz 
 

 Editor of the Plumbline   -   W.Bro Graham Hallam. 

   Ph 855 5198 (eve )     e-mail  -  mallah@xtra.co.nz 
 

 Lodge ’ s Web page  -  www.lodgehillcrest.org.nz  
 

 Lodge Notices. 

   Master ’ s visiting programme during September/October 2017 

                         as seen on the monthly Lodge calendar, back page. 
 

 

Lodge Monthly Diary  -  September 2017 
 

Thursday,  7th September at 7pm.  Joint Lodge meeting @ HEMC. 

Thursday, 14th September at 6:45pm. Management & JW meeting and practice. 

Thursday, 21st September at 7:30pm.  Regular monthly meeting. 

( B rethren, this is the LAST regular monthly meeting of Lodge Hillcrest 363 )  

( H ow about making a very special effort to attend this meeting )  

( S pecial items will be taking place. )  

 

Special Thanks  — 

Lodge Hillcrest 363 would like to thank most heartedly the  

following business for their continued support throughout the year 
 

FAIRVIEW MOTORS  -  JAMES R. HILL  

LODGE HILLCREST 363 

  
 

  Hillcrest Brethren with Masonic Birthdays in September - 

- When they were Initiated and when they joined Hillcrest 
 

Norm Adams  -  In. 15/09/1983  ( 34yrs )  

Graham Martin  -  In.  15/09/1988  ( 2 9yrs )  

Darrly Gray  -  In.  17/09/1992  ( 2 5yrs )  

Trevor Service  -  In.  16/09/2004  ( 1 3yrs )  

 



 

The Master ’ s report, 017 

Greetings Brothers, 
  

Greetings Brethren,  

This month has been quiet on visiting for me with much work undertaken in committees, subcommit-

tees, and so on as we approach the formation of Lodge Waikato.  

I did get in visits to Alpha Lodge, for their open Night, Copernicus, to Be in attendance for the Grand 

Masters Visit, and to Hamutana, as has become my custom.  

Next month, and into October I have increased my visiting Substantially so as to Visit as many Lodges 

as possible as the end of my time in the Chair Draws Near. Although not on the Calendar yet I do ex-

pect a couple of social events to be organised for late in the months of September and October.  

On the 14th of October Lodge Waikato will be formed with all pomp and circumstance fitting for the oc-

casion, in the meantime I look forward to seeing you all at Lodge this month.  

 

Richard Kyle   WM 

 

“ I  want you. ”  

Critical dates for you to consider  - 
 

Now our September meeting will be a ‘ First Degree Tracing Board’  disitation. 

then a valuable time spent in Refectory enjoying each other ’ s company 

where discussion of the new Lodge will be open. 
 

Now we need to remember that this will actually be the very last meeting for  

Lodge Hillcrest before the Installation meeting on Saturday, 14th October. 
 

So, it would be just great if you could all attend this September meeting, 

there will be a short Lodge meeting, then time spent together over refreshments etc. 

A good time for a few photo ’ s as well. 
 

So, com ’ on, things are looking very exciting for this amalgamation now, 

really looking forward to being a ‘ Foundation member ’  of this new Lodge, 

and the future looks very bright with so much positive thinking. 
 

Your support is critical, your opinion and thoughts are necessary, 

so come and join others who are really wishing nothing but good progress. 
 

You will read about the future happenings of the Lodge amalgamation on  

Saturday 14th. and I hope you have contacted the JW to advise him of your attendance. 

This is very important that we know if you are coming, and even more necessary 

that we need to know, you are going to become a member of this new Lodge Waikato. 

It is also critical that we know if you and your wife/partner are going to come to the dinner. 
 

The November meeting will be  a short meeting where we, as Lodge Hillcrest, 

will hand-in our Lodge Charter, and this will really be the finality of Lodge Hillcrest 363. 
 

So, I really encourage you to attend these meetings, they will not happen again, 

and are very much designing the future of Freemasonry here in the Waikato. 
 

If you need, give me a ring to tell me of your thoughts, Iv ’ e been trying to keep you 

up to date as things have been happening, and October 14th is now very close. 
 

“ S o com ’ on, we really need you just now, think about it, don ’ t let me down. ”  

         Ed. 



 

 

Lodge nominated positions of responsibility  

for the year, 2017  -  2018 

Lodge Waikato no. 
 

Lodge Constitution Ceremony to be held 

on  Saturday, 14th October 2017 

Commencing at 1:00pm 

The New Lodge Installation to follow at 3:00pm 

all to be held 

at Hamilton East Masonic Centre. 

Grey St., Hamilton East, Hamilton City. 

 

Worshipful Master  -  W.Bro Willy Willetts 

Senior Warden  -  W.Bro Graham Hallam 

Junior warden  -  W.Bro Adrian de Bruin 
 

Deputy Master  -  W.Bro John Evered 

Immediate Past Master  -  W.Bro Richard Kyle. 
 

Senior Deacon  -  Bro Bill Shaw 

Junior Deacon  -  Bro Trevor Langley 

Director of Ceremony  -  W.Bro Brian Cowley 

Ass. Director of Ceremony  -  W.Bro Murray Loft 

Secretary  -  W.Bro Bill Newell 

Ass. Secretary  -  W.Bro Don McNaughton 

Treasurer  -  W.Bro Alan Harrop 

Inner Guard  -  Bro James Parker 

Tyler  -  W.Bro Walley Lee 

Chaplain  -  W.Bro John Dickson 

Organist  -  Bro Norm Weir 
 

Almoners  - 

Rep Hillcrest  -  W.Bro Graham Hallam 

Rep Hamutana  -  W.Bro Rod Harper 

Rep Te Marama  -  W.Bro Wally Lee 
 

Stewards  -   

Snr Steward  -  W.Bro  Michael Tribe 

Ass. Bro Geoff Cooper, Bro Jerry Newell & Bro Shane Chapman 
 

Editor Plumbline  -  W.Bro Graham Hallam 

Chairman, Management committee  -  W.Bro Murray Loft, 

Deputy Chairman  -  W.Bro Adrian de Bruin 

 

       Hon Sec. W.Bro Trevor Service 

 



  

 Brethren, I recently attended a Consecration and Installation of a new Lodge opened 

 in Melbourne, Australia. It was a very impressive programme and was followed by a 

 Banquet where they had ladies as well, with some 140 seated. 

 The whole day was enjoyable and I noticed many similar aspects of Lodge protocol 

 and noticed some different styles as well.  eg; They didn ’ t  receive any visitors, their 

 Pavement was completely bare of any ornaments, everything was done by the Grand 

 Lodge Officers, and I must say they had it very nicely done, due I suppose because 

 they do all the Installations all the time. 

 They are hoping to open three more Lodges in and around Melbourne by end of year. 

 They have recently appointed a lady as their CEO and half of the Freemasons 

 question that appointment, the others are OK about it and look forward to how she 

 will help the organisation.  

 Victoria had a questionnaire throughout their members early this year and from these 

 results, many comments were received and from it many changes will come about.  
  

 I was very impressed with the Grand Master, Most Worshipful Bro Donald Reynolds. 

 Grand Master of Victoria, Australia. He gave an address recently and I am able to 

 give a part of that speech to you.  Their Logo is  -  ‘ Today ’ s man.’  
 

So I quote - 

 “ O ver the past three months, working with our research partner, Brandhook, and with the 

generous and extensive input of our members, we have gained much intelligence about the  

challenges faced by Freemasons Victoria today, and the opportunities for our future. 

Current members tell us that to grow a healthy and relevant organisation we should focus our efforts 

on attracting future members who are in their 30 ’ s -40 ’ s; but they are very clear that in doing so we 

must also engage our members and potential members of all ages in the journey. 
 

We have been told that our desired future members are intelligent, well-spoken and relaxed, 

someone you would want to have a chat with, forthright and open to discuss change, less secretive 

and importantly open to saying “ I  am a Freemason. ”  
 

One member explains   -  “ I want the future Freemason to be a better version of myself, someone 

I look up to and is not scared of change or shaking things up. ”  
 

Our research says that newer members know that there needs to be change and they want to  

embrace it, but they are scared of rocking the boat, or upsetting older, higher ranking members. 

Mirroring the findings from the literature younger members found concepts around mentoring, 

technology ( particularly a mobile APP ) , and more integration with families and community most 

appealing. 

One of the questions in our extensive survey asked members to rate their willingness to recommend 

membership of Freemasons Victoria to a friend or family member; this rating is then recorded as a  

Net Promoter Score, or NPS, and can be compared with similar assessments made by companies all 

over the world. Our members recorded a very high NPS, highlighting the strength of their commitment 

and the value of their experience of Freemasonry. Members have told us unequivocally that they are 

willing to recommend membership of Freemasons Victoria to others in their network. 

The reality is very different and again members have helped us to understand that they are hampered 

in their efforts to encourage membership growth as they lack the tools to consistently communicate 

the benefits of Freemasonry. We know that our members are our greatest advocates and we have 

come a long way with them now widely and proudly wearing the square and compasses on their lapel 

and explaining Freemasonry as an organisation of good men supporting each other, their families and 

their community. 

We have the challenge to go further, to be able to explain in more detail what it means to be a  

Freemason. A strong message from our members is that we need transparency and visibility. 



 

 

 Over the next weeks and months we will create the tools, the evidence and the opportunities 

that our members seek to promote Freemasonry to other good men. That journey begins here, and in 

the words of one of our current members  -   

 “ A  typical Freemason is one who wants to know the answers behind things. 

 He ’ s not content with just being told that this is the way things are.  He ’ s a man 

 that likes to question all of his being, his place and where he sees himself in the future. 

 He ’ s a man that ’ s interested in developing himself and becoming the best person 

 that he can be. He is also a man that holds morals and virtues in high regard. ”  

 Our research also tells when the modern man, is familiar with our values and understands the 

benefits he may gain by being a member, his interest will be sparked. 

Today ’ s man is interested in meeting a wide range of people and being part of a global network. 

He is attracted to the potential of learning and career development and he is interested in  

opportunities to give back to the community. 
 

As a non-Freemason stated in the research  - 

 “ T heir values are actually the same as my values, so I definitely would want to know more. ”  

 Today the benefits and outcomes of being a Freemason are not adequately understood. 

Our research highlights that the perceived secrecy around being a Freemason is to our detriment in 

the wider community. From a potential member ’ s point of view, that secrecy “ dials up negativity ”  

in the way non-members think about Freemasonry. 

At the moment, Freemasonry is not viewed as inclusive within the community, so men don ’ t  find it 

relevant to them. But we have learnt that while the image of Freemasonry is not resonating with the 

modern male, our values certainly are. 
 

As one informant said  - 

 “ I  have a deep amount of respect for my uncle and a couple of other gentlemen 

 that I knew in the community that are and were Freemasons.  That sort of really 

 coloured my view of the organisation as somewhere where good values and 

 morals were still held in high regard. ”  

 Overwhelmingly the study demonstrates that Freemasons agree that personal character is 

important and passing on knowledge gives them a sense of purpose.  However the research has 

highlighted a significant disconnect between younger and older members ’  attitudes and we need to 

find ways to respond to these views. Newer members are finding it difficult to manage work, family 

and Lodge commitments and feel they will not gain the full Masonic experience. 
 

As one explained  - 

 “ I  really only have time to attend the Lodge meeting and can ’ t go to rehearsal or 

 join other orders, sometimes I feel I ’ m missing out on everything that ’ s on offer. ”  
 

 While we have learnt it is important for all Freemasons to have integrity and pass-on a legacy, 

we must come to terms with the fact that younger members are finding it increasingly difficult to juggle 

home and work. We therefore need to consider how we can tailor involvement to ensure our younger 

members can gain the full Masonic experience.  Older members in the study noted family and friends 

connected to Freemasonry as the main driver for signing up, but in contrast, younger members were 

more likely to have joined for friendship and personal development. 

As we plan our future as an organisation, we must come to terms with these key considerations and 

conflicts. Our members have challenged us to look closely at our relevance, transparency and 

inclusiveness. The collective challenge for everyone involved in delivering the Freemason experience 

is to consider how these learnings and others in this journal, and the other wider research paper, can 

inform our plans for the future. If we can successfully address the issues that have been raised and 

consolidated by this research head-on we will enable Freemasonry to continue sharing and creating 

its ’  rich history. Improving the membership experience and having a strong focus on future brethren 

will keep this organisation moving forward and flourishing into the 21st century. ”          -    Ed 



 

‘ T he Third Place ”  
 

Article written by Jane Sydenham-Clarke 

CEO   Freemasons Victoria. 
 

Social connections naturally happen at home and at work, however for  

optimum health and well-being they also need to occur in a “Third Place. ”  

By the time men are into their 40s many have work and home, no  

Third Place…. and then by retirement they are left only with home.  

They need to have an established Third Place earlier on in life, but they  

don ’ t  realize it at this stage. 
 

From the research we see that men in their 20s are looking for a place to build their  

personal brand… to show their future employer and partner that 

they are a good man.  Men in their 30s and 40s are needing support with 

navigating the complex journey across their career and family landscape 

where gender roles are blurred and responsibilities intense. 

Men later in life are seeking opportunities to give back, to mentor 

and to share the skills they have acquired. 
 

What kind of contribution could we make to the lives of good men seeking 

their “Third Place ” ? And in turn, what kind of contribution could a new, 

potentially young cohort of Freemasons make to our community over their lifetimes.?   

Social, personal and community connectedness are important 

throughout all the stages of life. 
 

We ’ ve coined a phrase for the Freemason of today…… 

and you will hear it often……  “Today ’ s Man. ”  
 

We know that Today ’ s Man is not defined by his age but by his attitude. 

Amongst our current membership, there are men 100+ who reflect the  

values and attitudes of Today ’ s man; men who hold our central concept 

of trust, honour and integrity dear, and who also have the courage and the 

curiosity to embrace change, to welcome new ways of thinking and new 

ways of being good men. 
 

For them and for the many men who know nothing of Freemasonry, 

we want to be future focused, modern and visible, and recognized 

as an inspirational and accessible Third Place for Today ’ s Man. 

 

“ T hese are the thoughts of the newly employed CEO of Freemasonry 

Victoria, Australia, and her vision for their future. ”  

      Ed. 

 

 

Yes  ????? 
 

People were created to be loved, 

Things were created to be used. !! 

The reason why the world is in chaos is because  - 

Things are being loved and people are being used.  ??  

    Karl Kibran 



 

Now here ’ s an article that is really worth a read  - 

 

WHY DON ’ T WE…..???? 

by V W Bro A.H. Busfield, PG Lec, PM.  -  October 2001. 
 

 THE NEED:  Why don't we wake up?  How many of us would put time, money and effort into 

any business undertaking, even if it has been worldwide for more than two centuries offering a  

valuable product, when it has failed to react to market changes, has ignored the differing needs of 

modern man, when the support of civic and business leaders is fast dwindling, and it has no appeal 

or relevance to the vast majority in our communities. Certainly there are approaching five million 

nominally involved, but an overwhelming proportion are apathetic to the future or even present  

support. Even those actively involved either passively or consciously often resist any change to  

reverse the situation.  

You may well argue that in recent years the Craft has woken up, but what do we do? 
  

We revive committees and form more, we make superficial changes but ignore or oppose any  

suggestion to attack the real problem. New Zealand is not alone in this. Other Constitutions  

concerned about the future seem to get side-tracked into matters of little real benefit. England for 

example, is being forthright in its determination for openness - a worthy objective to remove mistrust 

and antagonism, but incidental to the mission of Freemasonry. In 1964, ( five years before I began 

speaking about the future of the Craft ) , our Board of General Purposes received a confidential H.N. 

Pyne report emphasizing 'the stagnation into which the Craft has drifted' and 'the tendency to cling 

too long to outworn practices and customs.' What action did the Board take? They decided to 'let it 

lie on the table!' Since then many concerned masons have spoken and pleaded for action, but where 

are they today? Almost all have given up in desperation and turned their interest elsewhere.  

Several attempts at revival made recently have failed to make an impact for reasons I will suggest 

later but there is much we can do now to provide the essential element of any revival - the interest-

ing, worthwhile and happy lodge meeting. (My comments are based on New Zealand Constitution 

lodges in Auckland but other areas and Constitutions will find comparative situations ) .  
 

THE LODGE MEETING:  

 Let's look at a lodge meeting. Why don't we have our business session before formally  

opening the lodge meeting? Is there any other organization you know where; the announcement of a 

baby's arrival or a team's success at bowls is met with absolute silence?  

The more relaxed atmosphere would encourage more to participate. Why not distribute the minutes 

with notice papers, summarize the correspondence and have the Master well prepared for any  

actions to be taken? Our worthy secretary suggests as an alternative taking business at the third 

rising would ensure it would be too short to become boring.  

Why don't we then open ( and close )  directly into the degree to be conferred? Do we really need to 

hear the Officers' duties every time ( particularly those irrelevant today ) ; the test questions can be 

heard in any degree and the ceremonial easily adjusted to accommodate the P... G..., etc.  

Sharing the longer charges by several brethren would be of relief to busy officers and raise the  

interest of the members and candidate alike. ( Many of us will remember the demonstration of the 

American 'branding iron' ceremony when one brother eloquently addressed the candidate for nearly 

40 minutes - a magnificent performance but what earthly use to the recipient? Why don't we clear 

ourselves of the added 'lodge customs', time wasting so called perambulations, etc. Why not invite 

our visitors in from the start, welcome them together - and please, no congratulating the hosts on 

their performance of the degree.  

All would benefit from a detached review of their own lodge meeting.  
 

 

I ’ ve reached an age where my train of thought 

often leaves the station without me.  !!! 



THE INSTALLATION:  

 As for the Installation, why can't we get them back to what they were meant to be - the 

lodge's birthday party - not to be taken over by a large clutter of Grand Officers - ( There used to be 

a time when we took pride in seeing our civic leaders walk in, but not today ) . Surely our hierarchy's 

time could be better spent involved with their own lodges than just occupying a seat at installations. 

And not spend interminable time standing while visiting lodges enter for their Master and all Past 

Masters to be greeted individually ( o ften with private repartee ) . And must all the jobs he done by 

the top brass - is it any less appropriate if given by Past Masters - or even just a brother!  

Why do Grand Lodge appear wearing collars when most are past and some have never performed 

the relevant office - and why does our installation routine set poor examples for our lodges. 

( S aluting when not directly spoken to, reporting the lack of Fellowcrafts etc. ) .  

With identical odes and the same charges, ( why not a combined charge to all invested? ) , many 

an installation evening borders on tedium rather than the joyous occasion it should be.  

Forty years ago members presenting the tools often did so in their own words, thus adding some 

interest to the occasion. On the other side of the coin, why don't we formally invest our stewards, 

the first collar they will ever wear. Many smaller lodges find the cost a big strain while a more inti-

mate occasion would be just as enjoyable. 
 

THE REFECTORY:  

 The refectory at regular meetings is one aspect easy to make more enjoyable.  

Have you tried a social drink and chat before sitting down? ( In my lodge we had to physically stop 

some who pushed aside barriers to head for a table position ) . Be innovative with the supper and 

table layouts - get rid of the 'top' table. Drop all reference to masonic ranks. Even if they have to be 

used within the lodge room, we are all brothers at refreshment and need no such distinctions.  

Cut formalities to the minimum and try to provide some entertainment, ( so popular in days gone 

by ) . The warmth of this time decides the success of the evening. Do you go home with something 

of interest to tell your wife or partner in the morning? Can we not learn to treat our ladies more  

courteously?  

So often they dress attractively for the occasion, only to be directed into a sparse refectory, handed 

a glass of sherry, ( to be sipped mostly in the company of strangers )  and left to their own devices 

while we disappear, often for an intolerable length of time spent mostly on formalities. If ladies are to 

be present, why not complete any masonic requirement at some other time or make sure they are 

fully entertained in comfortable surroundings. 
 

THE RITUAL:  

 During any discussion concerning the future of the Craft, it is almost always automatically 

assumed the ritual cannot be changed. why not? The wording and phraseology may be dignified 

and impressive, but we are not presenting a Shakespearean play to entertain - by allegory and  

illustration we are endeavouring to instruct the candidate and remind each other of the principles by 

which we should live.  

Can we do this well, with obsolete wording, in some cases now different in meaning or intent. 

Should we not eliminate or qualify incorrect statements and claims in our Charges.  

My own brother maintains Freemasonry can't be learnt, can't be taught, but must be absorbed!  

But surely the archaic long addresses destroy the concentration of the candidate and the attention 

of the brethren. Our aim should be to make our message clear. And please, can we discard  

altogether the word 'Ritual' which to most people suggests something sinister or evil.  

After some prodding at the 1994 and 1995 Communications, a Ritual Committee apparently spent 

much time and effort to decide - to change nothing!  A couple of years ago Pat Streams, then Editor 

of the English magazine, The Square, reduced the first degree obligation to half its length, and  

almost universally readers agreed it was more intelligible and understandable than the original.  



 

 

 We should be accepting every endeavour to make our teachings clear, but not to the extent  

that to define how honourable the Craft is we have to use ninety words! Incidentally, if the first obligation 

is to be taken literally, then masonic law has been broken by every one of us, and particularly by the 

writers of our ritual themselves. And why three obligations?  

Don't tell me each degree in the masonic world must have its own. If we haven't impressed on the first 

degree candidate his responsibilities, then we have failed. While we might enjoy the excellent delivery of 

a charge and all of us appreciate a well-worked degree, the many demands of everyday life would be 

better suited by a concise, clear, crisp ceremony, giving more time to develop the fraternal friendships 

we all believe to be the heart of the Craft.  

While on the subject of ceremonial revision, for the installation ceremony used in this area, it is,  

I suggest, ridiculous for the central figure used in our legend as an exemplar for all masters. to have 

exhibited in real life the opposite of the attributes we ascribe to him. There must be many more  

appropriate models in ancient history for us to emulate.  
 

BENEVOLENCE:  

 The Craft has always claimed we are not a service organization, but now seeks publicity for our  

charitable actions. Many masons give great service in the community but as a movement most  

benevolent activity is by monetary grants. Why don't we actively involve our members on a continuing 

basis in some national community service? If we could sponsor say the Blood Donor scheme with  

nationwide and local advertising. the use of our lodge rooms and the attendance of members to assist 

the staff, not only would it be of great practical use but also publicly display the Craft as a caring active 

organization. 
  

THE FUTURE?  

 I'm sure any concerned member could compile a similar list of matters to be addressed.  

We cannot continue as we are. During the last decade efforts to revive the Craft in our country have 

been made. The retreat at Flock House, a Mission Statement, Strategic Plan, and Renewal Programme 

amongst several area offensives, all have had worthwhile objectives and ideas, have received good 

support but little tangible results of benefit. Daylight and boutique lodges provide alternative styles, but 

to a great extent are remembered by already enthusiastic masons. We now have the Hutson scheme to 

support a new Strategic Plan shortly to be announced by the Board.  

Unfortunately history indicates this too will not achieve any worthwhile ongoing impact. In the past all 

initiatives have been recommended to individual lodges, who have been left to plan and control their 

own destiny. Almost without exception this has failed. I believe the only chance of success requires the 

formation of ginger groups empowered by each District Grand Master to encourage, advise, exhort and 

if necessary audit each lodge on a continuing basis, with the priority aim of happy meetings the  

members are keen to attend, refectories everyone is proud of, and cordial relations with its district.  

If these aims can be achieved, our other problems will disappear. If we continue to make other  

priorities, we will fail.  
 

Why don't we wake up? 

 

The Knife & Fork Degree.  
                   

   I do not attend the meetings, for i`ve got no time to spare                    

  But every time they have a feast, you will surely find me there                    

  I cannot attend help with the degrees, for I do not know the work                    

  But I can applaud the speakers, and handle a knife & fork                    

  I`m so rusty in the ritual, it seems like Greek to me                    

  But practice has made me perfect, in the knife & fork degree                   



 

THE NEW MASONIC LODGE ROOMS IN SHANTYTOWN  

by R.W. Bro I.J. Nathan, P.G.W., P.M.  
 

 The membership of Grand Lodge peaked in 1963 when it had 47,137 members in 424 

lodges, but already on the Coast, i.e. from Blackball in the north to Ross in the south lodges, were 

experiencing serious membership losses. In 1968 the Grand Master, M.W. Bro. John A. Redwood, 

accompanied by the President of the Board of General Purposes and the Provincial Grand Master, 

did an inspection tour of the lodge buildings, and on Sunday 5th May, 1968 he called a meeting of 

lodge delegates.  

The Grand Master informed them that Lodges Advance ( Taylorville) ,  Waro ( Blackball )  and 

Runanga should amalgamate and that Lodge Kumara should hand in its Charter. Not surprisingly 

Lodge Kumara refused to accept this. It suggested combining with Lodge Runanga but also held 

talks with Lodge Westland Kilwinning No.88 of Hokitika. 
  

Apart from declining membership, another big problem was the condition of the lodge buildings.  

The Lodge Kumara building was purchased from the Foresters Lodge in the early 1900s and  

required regular working bees to keep up with the maintenance.  

( I ncidentally this building had no toilet, which rather surprised the Grand Master but the locals 

knew the blackberries which grew alongside the building needed keeping under control. )  Runanga 

and Advance buildings were rather tatty and the building in Hokitika had been built in 1895 and 

needed extensive remodeling. Lodge Waro at Blackball owned the old school and had a very good 

lodge facility in sound condition, but was at the northern extremity of the Coast, in a town which was 

shortly to lose its coal mine. The only lodgeroom in Greymouth at this time was also a very old 

building. It was owned by Lodge Greymouth No.1233 E.C. which had as tenants Lodge Lazar No. 

1689 E.C. and Lodge Mawhera No.136. Because the new masonic facility had its roots in the five 

lodges just mentioned, it would be relevant to show the membership of each. In 1965, Lodge Waro 

had 80 members, Advance 65 , Lodge Runanga 54, Mawhera 133 and Kumara 55, making a total 

membership of 387 brethren. 
  

Grand Lodge proposed building a new lodgeroom in Greymouth and made a grant of $10,000 plus 

an interest free loan of another $10,000 towards this project. The lodgeroom was built and it was a 

very attractive building. When the dust settled, Lodge Advance had amalgamated with Lodge Waro, 

and Lodge Kumara had amalgamated with Lodge Kunanga and had a new name, Kuranga.  

These two lodges joined Mawhera No.136 in the new building in 1972. Lodge Lazar No.1689 E.C.  

became a tenant but has since moved its Charter to Nelson.  

So in 1972 mere were three New Zealand Constitution lodges sharing ownership of a new facility in 

Greymouth, with a tenant lodge. Incidentally M.W. Bro. Redwood made a substantial donation  

towards the cost of the windows. However membership numbers were still dropping and more  

amalgamations seemed likely.  
 

In 1991 Mawhera had 38 members, Kuranga 48 and Advance 45, totaling 131.  

In 1995 Mawhera had 27, Kuranga 30 and Advance 42, a total of 99.  

Lodges Mawhera and Kuranga amalgamated under the name Mawhera, but still with the original 

Kumara number 65. The original Kumara Charter now carries the names of three Grand Masters 

which is rather unusual. Two lodges now occupied the building in Greymouth. The latest data shows 

that both lodges each have 36 members. So the old problem re-surfaces: a lodge building now 

more than 25 years old and a small membership.  

Shantytown is a replica of a West Coast gold mining town of the late 19th century and is located 

about 12 kms from Greymouth. It has 4 working vintage steam locomotive and carriages which take 

tourists into the local bush. Visitors can pan for gold and there are about 25 buildings: e.g. a church, 

two banks, a hospital, a livery stable, fire station, school room, a saloon and entertainment hall, etc.  

 



 

 Discussions were held with the management of Shantytown about locating a new  

lodgeroom there. The building in Greymouth was sold and a new building erected amongst the  

vintage buildings in Shantytown.  
 

This was consecrated on Saturday 12th May, 2001 by the Grand Master, M.W. Bro. I. R. Ross, in 

the presence of about 150 freemasons which, according to the Christchurch Press, was 'the biggest 

gathering of Freemasons on the West Coast since 1866'. The door to the lodgeroom will be opened 

every day for tourists to inspect and will be closed each evening except when masonic meetings are 

held.  

Following the Consecration, the two lodges held a joint Installation. Double installations must be 

very rare, and for this century unique. However it was almost a replay of a ceremony held in 

Hokitika on 2nd December, 1895. On that occasion Hokitika's new lodge rooms were consecrated 

and, to support  

Lodge Westland Kilwinning, the other two New Zealand Constitution lodges then working on the 

Coast, Lodge Advance No.61 and Lodge Kumara No.65 came down by train to Hokitika.  

What made the occasion most unusual was that a triple Installation was held for the three lodges.  

The incoming Master of Westland Kilwinning was Richard John Seddon, Premier.  

 

==================================================== 

 

 

LINKS BETWEEN MASONRY AND SCOUTING 
 

     Many Scout leaders show the strong connections between Freemasonry and Scouting. 
 

     Some of the connection may have come from the friendship between Lord Baden-Powell, the 

founder of Scouting, and a very keen Freemason named Rudyard Kipling. 

And some of the ideas of what would become the Cub Scouts almost certainly came from 

Kipling ’ s work, The Jungle Book. Wolf Cubs, as Baden-Powell styled them, felt that The Jungle 

Book was very suitable to the idea of scouting. 

Kipling was in such agreement that he even contributed much of his Jungle Book to it, including the 

exact method of the Wolf Cub howl. 

Some other notable elements from The Jungle Book that made their way into the Cub Scouts  

include  ‘ Law of the Pack, ’  ‘ A kela, ’ ‘ Wolf Cub, ’  ‘ grand howl, ’   

‘ d en, ’  and ‘ pack ’  all ( and more )  used with Kipling ’ s blessing. 
 

     Freemasonry and the Boy Scouts have other traces in common. In fact the traditions and rituals 

of Freemasonry contributed more to the basic structure of the Scout rituals than any other  

organization. The task of writing the first rituals of the Scout movement was given to an early  

member who was a 32nd degree Mason. It has been suggested that the 

Order of the Arrow, created in 1915, is a Masonic ritual embedded into the Boy Scout  

organization. Familiar terms such as “ lodge ”  and “ obligation, ”  were borrowed from  

Masonic practice, as were some ceremonial practices.  
 

      Even the early national meeting was called a “Grand Lodge, ”  thought to be a Masonic  

reference. 

     The national body of Masons in New Zealand whose members are connected with Scouting,  

is called the Baden Powell Lodge. 



 

Faith and Freemasonry 
 

       Rev Alkan Levy - Prov Gr.Chap for Middlesex and Metropolitan Dep.Gr.Chap for London  

 

 Masonry has always been attractive to Jews –  there were Jewish Freemasons in England 

before the premier Grand Lodge, and the closeness of this connection still exists. Many of my friends 

are active in both Lodge and synagogue, several rabbis are keen Freemasons, and occasionally  

internal differences within the Jewish community can be bridged in and through the Craft.  

There is no conflict between Judaism and Freemasonry. I view with bemused incomprehension the 

way that other faiths sometimes oppose the one major force in society that both shares their ideals 

and actively promotes them.  

The connection between Judaism and the Craft was obvious to me from the night of my initiation.  

I remember being amazed that the tyler ’ s toast, almost word for word, is identical to part of the  

synagogue service. As I progressed through the degrees and the offices,  

I realised that alongside my faith would stand my Freemasonry, not as a second religion, but as a 

“ h andmaid to religion ” , as a support and an enhancement. There is so much that is common to both 

Judaism and Freemasonry, and these two major influences on my life flow in parallel channels.  

The most obvious similarity is the use of the Volume of the Sacred Law and Biblical passages, and 

sometimes this can be more than just Bible stories.  

 

In December 1996 I was founding senior warden of a Lodge that was consecrated in King Solomon ’ s 

quarries under the Old City of Jerusalem. The chisel marks of the masons who had quarried the 

stones are still visible, and since the stones were dressed where they were cut, it suddenly became 

very obvious why, at the Temple site itself, “ there was not heard the sound of metallic tool ” .  

Both Judaism and Freemasonry provide a continual intellectual challenge. Neither is, nor ever can be, 

fully understood and interpreted, and each provides an ongoing field for study –  the concept of a daily 

advancement in knowledge is a common ideal.  

Occasionally there are parallels that cause much thought. The three verses of the priestly benediction 

have three, five and seven words respectively in the original Hebrew –  is this merely a coincidence 

with the numbers needed to form, hold and perfect a Lodge?  

Freemasonry is described as “ illustrated by symbols ” . Judaism emphasises the value of symbolic 

action for both faith and education. The importance of being free men forms the core of the major 

Passover home ritual. The synagogue service on the Day of Atonement re-enacts the actions of the 

people in Temple times on hearing the name of the Most High. 

 

The description of charity –  the Hebrew term Tzedakah also means both justice and righteousness –  

as a quality “ that blesses him who gives as much as him who receives ” , resonates with the  

Rabbinic comment that the highest form of charity is when neither donor nor recipient knows the  

identity of the other. 

  

But the quality that appeals to me above all is the sense of brotherhood and toleration inherent in  

Masonry. Almost without exception, the regimes that have been intolerant to Jews are the ones that 

have also been prejudiced against Freemasonry.  

Through Masonry I have come to know many wonderful people; without Masonry we would “ have 

remained at a perpetual distance” .  The wide circle of friendships that I have made in Masonry has 

enriched my life and that of my family.  

 

Is there a conflict between Judaism and Freemasonry? Not at all.  

Would I recommend a Jew to become a Freemason? Unhesitatingly.  

I have found it a daily delight, and one of the greatest influences of my life.  

 



 

 

 

We are now at the real business end of the Lodge  

Amalgamation/Consolidation with Lodges Hamutana and TeMarama. 

 
Many meetings have now been had with brethren from the three Lodges in  

attendance to give or not give their opinion on any matters that may concern them. 

( S o please note, that these meetings are open to ALL brethren )  
 

The Master has been selected, along with his Wardens and all other Lodge officers. 

It looks like a great team and now we work on developing the Lodge strategies. 
 

The new Lodge, Lodge Waikato, will be Consecrated on Saturday, 

14th October at 1:00pm. 

In the Hamilton East Masonic Centre, Grey St. Hamilton East. 

after-which a short recess, then  — 

The Lodge Waikato ’ Installation’  will be held 

commencing at around 3:00pm  
 

This will then be followed by a celebration Dinner to be held at 

The Distinction Hotel, Garnet Ave. Te Rapa, Hamilton. 

Commencing at 6:30pm 

( H otel formerly known as Kingsgate Hotel )  

The served, three-course meal will be $75.00 per person 

and any drinks will be your own responsibility. 

There is plenty of parking available and of course rooms are  

also available if you should wish to stay. 
 

The Grand Master will be in attendance and it is envisaged that we will have  

several out-of-town visitors coming from Wellington, Auckland and in between. 
 

 

“ I t will be very necessary and important that you all consider your own 

position, as to whether you are going to stay and join this new Lodge. 

We will need to know your details, and especially whether you are coming  

to the Dinner, for all other planning details, very soon ”  
 

“ Y es, this is going to be quite an experience, new Jewels are being designed 

for the ‘ Foundation Jewel. ’  Ties are also being discussed as well. 

We are going to continue to meet on the third Thursday of each month 

at HEMC and only a few small details in degree workings have been changed. ”  
 

“ S o com ’ on, let ’ s make this a very wonderful occasion for us all, 

there ’ s still lots to do, so come and meet with everyone and try to have some input. ”  

        Ed. 



 

“ A  book may be forgotten  -  A word misunderstood 

But to feel the grasp of a friendly hand 

Is the pledge of brotherhood. ”  


